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Abstract

Results

Four years ago we surveyed three community blood centers (CBCs) for
comparative donor and staff satisfaction with manual versus computer
assisted/automated donor screening. In general, both staff and donors
strongly preferred automated screening to manual processes. The
automated system consisted of a computer with audio, visual and touch
screen capabilities generally referred to as AVT-CASI where CASI means
computer assisted self interviewing. A limitation of the study was that most
of the centers surveyed had utilized face-to-face interviewing. Since then
many centers have switched to donor self administration paper
questionnaires. This study compares donor and staff satisfaction with
paper questionnaires to that with computer-assisted screening.

Objectives

 95% of the donors saw the computer assisted system as clear and
comfortable

The benefits of the computer system assisted screening are substantial and
much the same whether compared with paper questionnaires or face to
face interviewing. There is overwhelming preference from the donors and
strong preference from the staff for the computer assisted screening.

 33% of the staff and > 65% of the donors believed they would be more
honest in responding to the questions

 >80% of the donors were satisfied by the time taken by the automated
system

 >65% of the donors preferred and found the video system more
understandable

Identify and measure the donor and staff satisfaction when one compared
donor self administered paper questionnaire to computer assisted self
interviewing.

Conclusions
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 65% of the staff expected fewer FDA errors with the system

 50% of the donors previously exposed to the computer interviewing
system stated their preference for it increased with repeated use

Methods
Satisfaction questionnaires used for the earlier study were updated and
administered to 898 donors and 113 staff members of a mid-Atlantic CBC.
Six questions were asked of all donors, four additional were asked of repeat
donors and one more of donors who had used the computer assisted system
previously. Another seven demographic questions were asked of all donors.
The staff questionnaire consisted of nine opinion questions and seven
demographic. Non-response rates were less than 3%.

 50% of the staff found the computer system faster for them

 20% of the staff felt it was faster for the donors
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